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OPPORTUNITY AND SUMMARY OF POSITION

Chapman University invites nominations, expressions of interest and 
applications for the position of the Dean of the Schmid College of Science 
and Technology.

Chapman University is a mid-sized private university offering a 
personalized education that prepares students to lead inquiring, ethical and 
productive lives as global citizens. Located in sunny Southern California, 
Chapman’s campus footprint consists of the Orange Campus, which is 
currently home to all undergraduate and some graduate programs and 
the Rinker Health Sciences Campus in Irvine. Chapman has had its most 
successful year yet having been accepted into Phi Beta Kappa, boasting 
Chapman’s first Rhodes Scholar, and being re-classified as a “high research 
activity” institution (R2 Carnegie Classification) all in the last twelve months.  

In the last two decades, Chapman has achieved remarkable growth in 
both size and national prominence. In fact, U.S. News & World Report has 
officially moved Chapman into the National University category for the 
upcoming year. The campus is home to 9,597 students from 49 states, two 

The Schmid College of 
Science and Technology
is one of 11 schools and 
colleges within the university. 
The College has more 
than 63 full-time faculty, 
15 postdoctoral fellows, 
7 academic professionals, 
8 research staff, 14 
administrative staff, 7 technical 
staff, and nearly 595 students 
and offers undergraduate 
programs in Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology, 
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, 
Environmental Science 
and Policy, Mathematics, 
Mathematics and Civil 
Engineering and Physics. 
Graduate programs include 
master’s degrees in Food 
Science and Computational 
and Data Sciences, and a Ph.D. 
in Computational and Data 
Sciences. For more information 
about the college, please visit 
Chapman.edu/scst.
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U.S. territories and more than 82 different countries. 
Students enroll in eleven schools and colleges that 
offer rigorous undergraduate programs in the arts and 
sciences, innovative interdisciplinary programs and 
select pre-professional and graduate programs.

Reporting directly to the provost and executive vice 
president for academic affairs, the incoming dean 
of the Schmid College of Science and Technology 
will provide leadership to and serve as an advocate 
for the College’s academic programs and centers. 
The incoming dean will have a strong record of 
accomplishment and a vision for the future of science 
education and research. The dean must work effectively 
with undergraduate and graduate program areas, 
faculty, staff and other senior administrators to 
continually innovate the college as it continues on an 
upward trajectory in scientific discovery and education. 
The dean will serve as a highly valued and respected 
member of the provost’s senior staff and an active 
participant in campus-wide strategy discussions and 
interdisciplinary collaborations with other colleges and 
units. In support of Chapman’s aspirations to grow its 
national reputation and rankings, which include the 
development of a more robust research portfolio, the 

dean of the Schmid College of Science and Technology 
will work closely with the Office of Research and other 
deans to grow more undergraduate and graduate 
research opportunities, graduate programming, 
extramural contract and grant funding, and cross-
college research and teaching collaborations. With the 
expansion of the Rinker Health Science Campus and 
the launch of the new College of Engineering, it will 
be important for the dean to understand and leverage 
the strengths and dynamic cultures of Chapman’s 
multi-site footprint, and work to ensure a cohesive and 
collaborative environment focused on high academic 
quality and student success. Finally, the next dean 
should have experience with or strong potential for 
fundraising and ability to generate new revenue for the 
College. 

Ideal candidates should possess a doctoral degree 
in a discipline represented by the College’s academic 
programs and be qualified to hold an appointment 
at the rank of full professor with tenure at Chapman 
University. 

For information on how to apply or to submit 
nominations, please refer to the section, “Procedure for 
Candidacy,” at the end of this document.
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THE ROLE OF THE DEAN, SCHMID COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Chapman University is one of California’s oldest 
and most respected private universities, offering 
distinguished undergraduate and graduate degrees 
in the context of a liberal arts and sciences university. 
For more than 150 years, Chapman University has 
served as a symbol of educational access and 
excellence in the state of California. The University 
invites applications for the position of dean of its 
Schmid College of Science and Technology. We seek 
a scientist with a national/international reputation 
for research excellence and the energy and vision 
to continue the dynamic growth of our graduate and 
undergraduate science programs. 

The Schmid College is a leader in applying 
interdisciplinary problem-solving approaches to global 
issues through teaching, research and discovery. 
The Schmid College’s mission is to mentor and grow 
the next generation of scientific leaders through a 
curriculum that develops outstanding problem-solving 
skills in the context of the grand, interdisciplinary 
challenges facing the world today.  Undergraduate 
programs provide students with foundational skills 

for both traditional disciplines and forward-looking 
interdisciplinary fields.  Graduate programs within the 
College offer students the innovative tools to turn their 
passion, knowledge, and experience into a rewarding 
career. The Schmid College employs an internationally 
renowned faculty comprised of one National Medal of 
Science Awardee, two National Science Foundation 
Career Award Recipients, and a Dreyfus Teacher-
Scholar Awardee among others.

The dean provides leadership and strategic direction 
for the Schmid College and serves as its chief executive 
officer. The dean will lead the expansion of cutting-
edge interdisciplinary research and professional 
program areas and will establish a new model for 
collaboration between science, education, and industry. 
A commitment to supporting innovation in computational 
approaches and interdisciplinary areas is essential, as is 
a record of valuing instructional excellence at all levels 
and supporting faculty and student research. The dean 
reports to the provost of the University and serves as a 
member of his leadership team.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND EXPECTATIONS FOR LEADERSHIP

The next dean of the Schmid College of Science and 
Technology will be expected to focus on the following 
priorities:

Provide strategic leadership and build 
upon current momentum of the College
As the leader of the Schmid College of Science and 
Technology, the incoming dean will join a highly 
engaged and committed group of faculty, staff 
and students who care deeply about the College’s 
current and future success. The next dean will have 
the opportunity to leverage and build upon the 
existing momentum and upward trajectory of the 
College established in recent years. The dean will set 
priorities to guide the College’s future, while working 
in collaboration and partnership with the broader 
campus community, especially in the areas of health 
sciences and engineering. The incoming dean should 
have a strong commitment to fostering faculty, staff and 
student success and establishing a work environment 
that promotes and fosters academic excellence. 
Furthermore, the new dean will participate as a critical 
voice in the planning of the broader university’s future 
and will be expected to contribute to cross college 
collaborations and interdisciplinary partnerships.  

Increase and support research, scholarship 
and grant funding 

As the Schmid College of Science and Technology 
continues to develop and evolve alongside the ongoing 
growth and evolution of the campus, excellence in 
research and scholarship will continue to be a high 
priority. The incoming dean should exemplify this 
commitment to research through their own record 
of scholarly activity. The dean will be a strong and 
effective advocate to cultivate and grow the breadth, 
depth and strength of the College’s research portfolio 
and scholarship activities. The dean will ensure strong 
support of faculty in their pursuit of extramural research 
funding from a variety of sources including government 

and private sources. The dean also will ensure strong 
student engagement in research at the undergraduate 
and graduate levels. As a critical part of these efforts, 
the dean will seek and develop opportunities to 
increase resources to incentivize and support faculty 
and student research and ensure it remains a high 
priority for the college moving forward.  

Manage and prioritize financial, human 
and facility resources of the College 

The incoming dean will manage resources strategically, 
fairly and effectively and seek out ways to generate 
and increase resources for the College. This will 
include developing and recommending the College’s 
annual budget; facilitating grant-writing and external 
funding proposals; managing resource acquisition 
and allocation; managing space needs; and ensuring 
human resources adequately support the College’s 
current needs and future ambitions. Furthermore, 
working closely with the university’s leadership, the 
dean will engage in corporate and individual donor 
relations across the entire university. The dean will be 
responsible for guiding and supporting all fundraising 
and alumni relations efforts on behalf of the College, 
including creation of fundraising and communications 
strategies as they relate to cultivation, solicitation and 
stewardship of donors and alumni. 

Finally, Chapman University recently opened the Keck 
Center for Science and Engineering. At 140,000 
square feet—and spanning nearly an entire city 
block—this is the largest and most expensive building 
ever constructed on Chapman’s campus.  The 
building’s three floors house state-of-the-art facilities 
dedicated to a wide variety of scientific endeavors 
tailored to support the College’s number one priority: 
student achievement.  The Keck Center is home to 
a diversity of meeting, collaboration, and ideation 
spaces that permit the type of unstructured interactions 
that lead to transformative innovations.  There are more 
than 25 research labs and 20 modern teaching labs, 
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OPPORTUNITIES AND EXPECTATIONS FOR LEADERSHIP

infused with research-quality equipment to prepare 
students for independent inquiry with faculty.  In 
addition, there are seven student-collaboration spaces, 
50 faculty offices, and an outdoor amphitheater.  Most 
importantly, the Keck Center has been designed not 
just to tear down barriers between disciplines, but 
to foster the convergence of all areas of science and 
engineering.  The transparent walls within the building 
speak to the goal of convergence—providing windows 
into scientific inquiry—and are writable to allow 
spontaneous problem-solving.  The Keck Center reflects 
Chapman’s deep commitment to the sciences. Students 
from all of the Schmid College’s programs will thrive 
in a space created to address Chapman’s forward-
looking approach to science education through 
interdisciplinary study. The incoming dean will have 
a unique opportunity to leverage this new space on 
campus to promote and support high quality, hands on 
teaching and research at both the undergraduate and 
graduate levels. 
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PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND QUALITIES

The ideal candidate will have the following 
professional qualifications and personal 
characteristics:  

•  ●A Ph.D. or equivalent degree in a discipline 
represented by the College’s academic programs.

•  ●Demonstrated record of teaching, research, 
service and/or experience meriting appointment 
as a tenured professor in the College.

•  ●The ability to lead the development and 
articulation of a clear, collegial vision and to 
engender support from internal and external 
constituents in implementing that vision.

•  ●A demonstrated commitment to scientific research 
and teaching, and personal track record of 
research activity.

•  ●The capacity for fundraising and for building 
strong alliances and partnerships; experience with 
fundraising campaigns and leading effective grant 
activities is desirable.

•  ●The ability to recruit, motivate, inspire and retain 
outstanding distinguished faculty and staff through 
a professional, ethical, transparent, collegial and 
inclusive environment; the capacity to support 
faculty teaching, scholarly research and service.

•  ●Proven leadership experience in strategy 
development and execution.

•  ●Strong skills in academic planning, administration 
and personnel management.

•  ●Experience managing facilities for science-related 
teaching and research.

•  ●Commitment to supporting diversity efforts for 
faculty, students and staff.

•  ●Outstanding quantitative, analytical, critical 
thinking and verbal and written communication 
skills.

•  ●Demonstrated ability to engage and command 
the attention and respect of various internal and 
external audiences.

•  ●Demonstrated ability to interface with university, 
industry and community stakeholders in a positive 
and collaborative manner.

•  ●Ability to work across divisions at the university 
to facilitate problem solving and strategic 
planning on issues of college and university-wide 
importance.

•  ●Demonstrated quantitative and qualitative skills 
related to budget and strategic fiscal planning.

•  ●Record of accomplishment promoting academic 
excellence and innovation to improve student 
success.

•  ●Knowledge and understanding of national 
and disciplinary trends, including accreditation 
standards.

•  ●Knowledge of requirements and facilities 
needs of programs and familiarity with required 
technologies relevant for effective, innovative 
and contemporary teaching and research 
methodologies and delivery.

•  ●Leadership experience at the department chair, 
director, associate dean or dean level.

•  ●Experience with accreditation. 

•  ●Ability to be inspirational, motivational and 
supportive of a highly collegial and collaborative 
team of faculty and staff.
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Chapman University is located in the heart of Orange County, California, 
an exciting and ever–changing nexus of technology, business, and 
the arts. Chapman is a mid-sized, private institution that embraces 
an interdisciplinary approach to teaching, learning, performance, 
scholarship and research in its undergraduate, graduate and professional 
programs. Chapman’s mission is to provide personalized education of 
distinction that leads to inquiring, ethical, and productive lives as global 
citizens.

Chapman is ranked in the top tier of western universities and has 
consistently been identified by U.S. News and World Report as the 
number one “Up-and-Coming University” in the Western Region. 
Currently, the University ranks among the top 10 universities in the 
Western United States, according to the 2018 rankings released by U.S 
News & World Report, and rose to No. 5 among 141 peer institutions 
in the West, having vaulted dramatically upward since 1991, when 
it was ranked No. 61. The U.S News “Up-and-Coming” designation, 
determined by a survey of peer university presidents, provosts, chief 
academic officers and admission officers, recognizes the most promising 
and innovative leaders in higher education in academics, faculty, student 
life, and facilities. This ranking highlights Chapman as a trendsetter in 
higher education.

The University has gained national recognition with its commitment to 
excellence through both research and innovative teaching. Chapman 
attracts high-achieving undergraduate and graduate students from across 
the United States and many foreign countries and offers students the 
latest educational and technological resources in its blend of new, state-
of-the-art, and historic buildings. In the last two decades, Chapman has 
achieved remarkable growth in both size and national prominence. The 
campus is home to more than 9,597 students (7,281 undergraduate and 
2,316 graduate students) from 49 states, two U.S. territories and more 
than 82 different countries.  

In addition, Chapman houses a number of independent research centers 
and institutes that are engaged in diverse disciplines ranging from 
economics and entrepreneurship to human rights and quantum studies. This 
year, Chapman University has achieved another milestone in its growth as 
a research institution with the announcement that it has been elevated to R2 
status in the update of the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher 
Education.  This higher ranking is a recognition of the university’s growth in 
research, doctoral and professional practice degree programs.  

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY: AN OVERVIEW

Students enroll in eleven 
schools and colleges that 
offer rigorous undergraduate 
programs in the arts 
and sciences, innovative 
interdisciplinary programs 
and select pre-professional 
and graduate programs. 
These include the:

Argyros School of  
Business and Economics

Attallah College of 
Educational Studies

Dodge College of  
Film and Media Arts

Crean College of  
Health and Behavioral 
Sciences

College of Performing Arts

Fowler School of Engineering

Fowler School of Law

Schmid College of  
Science and Technology

School of Communication

School of Pharmacy

Wilkinson College of  
Arts, Humanities and Social 
Sciences
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Chapman University’s latest strategic plan is an 
ambitious one. A significant part of this strategy involves 
expanding our research agenda and optimizing our 
campus footprint, including the Harry and Diane Rinker 
Health Science Campus in Irvine and the 140,000 
square-foot Keck Center for Science and Engineering 
in the Orange Campus. This strategic plan places a 
continued emphasis on the Teacher-Scholar-Researcher 
model and a deeper integration of technology-driven 
education.

Chapman is accredited by, and is a member of, the 
Western Association of Schools and Colleges and 
is proud to have many of its programs nationally 
accredited by professional or discipline- based 
accreditation organizations. For a full list of Academic 
Program Accreditations, please visit http://www.
chapman.edu/about/facts-history/accreditations.aspx. 

Faculty, Scholarship and Research 

Chapman has approximately 920+ faculty members. 
Eighty-seven percent of faculty hold doctoral or other 
terminal degrees appropriate for their fields. The student-
to-faculty ratio is 14:1. Students at Chapman learn 
directly from distinguished world-class faculty, including 
Nobel Prize recipients, MacArthur Fellows, National 
Medal of Science honorees, former U.S. Supreme 
Court clerks and Emmy, Grammy and Academy Award 
winners. Small classes and close faculty relationships 
lead to a robust exchange of ideas and innovations that 
shape global leaders in the arts, sciences, humanities 
and beyond. 

A key component of Chapman University’s mission 
to provide personalized education are the many 
opportunities for students to conduct research and 
engage in creative projects in collaboration with their 
professors. Chapman faculty members are dedicated 
teacher-scholars who place a high priority on engaging 
students in their original, real-world research agendas. 
In the 2017-18 academic year, 62 research proposals 
by Chapman faculty members were awarded a total 

of just over $10 million in extramural support from 
organizations such as the National Institutes of Health, 
National Science Foundation, Department of Defense, 
and United States Department of Agriculture.
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PRESIDENT

DANIELE C. STRUPPA, PH.D. is the thirteenth president of Chapman 
University, effective September 1, 2016. 

Dr. Struppa joined Chapman University in 2006 as provost, responsible for 
creating and implementing academic priorities for the University and for the 
allocation of resources to support those priorities. In 2007, with the addition 
of further leadership responsibilities, he was appointed as Chapman’s first 
chancellor.

He came to Chapman University from George Mason University, where he 
served as director of the Center for the Applications of Mathematics, as chair 
of the Department of Mathematical Sciences, and as associate dean for 
graduate studies. In 1997, he was selected dean of George Mason’s College 
of Arts and Sciences.

Prior to his tenure at George Mason, Dr. Struppa held positions at the 
University of Milano (Milan, Italy), the Scuola Normale Superiore (Pisa, Italy) 
and the University of Calabria (Calabria, Italy).

Dr. Struppa earned his laurea in mathematics from the University of Milan, 
Italy in 1977, and received his doctorate degree in mathematics from the 
University of Maryland, College Park, in 1981. In recognition of his work, 
he has been awarded the Bartolozzi Prize from the Italian Mathematical 
Union (1981), and the Matsumae Medal from the Matsumae International 
Foundation of Tokyo (1987). Dr. Struppa was also the recipient of the 
Cozzarelli Prize from the National Academy of Sciences in 2016. 

Dr. Struppa is the author of more than 200 refereed publications, and he 
is the author or editor of more than ten volumes. Dr. Struppa continues his 
scholarly research focusing on Fourier analysis and its applications to a 
variety of problems including the algebraic analysis of systems of differential 
equations, signal processing pattern recognition, and quantum physics. 

In his position as Chancellor, Dr. Struppa was responsible for hiring famed 
economist Laureate Vernon Smith (Nobel 2002) and renowned physicist Yakir 
Aharonov (National Medal of Science 2010), as well as establishing the 
Schmid College of Science and Technology, the College of Performing Arts, 
the School of Pharmacy, and the Crean College of Health and Behavioral 
Sciences.  
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PROVOST AND EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

GLENN M. PFEIFFER, PH.D. is the Provost and Executive Vice President 
for Academic Affairs.  He joined the Chapman faculty in 1995 and served 
as the Warren and Doris Uehlinger Endowed Professor of Business, and 
was previously the Associate Dean in the Argyros School of Business 
and Economics and, later, Chapman’s Vice-Chancellor for Academic 
Administration.

Dr. Pfeiffer previously held faculty appointments at the University of 
Washington, the University of Chicago, the University of Arizona and San 
Diego State University. A highly respected member of the Chapman faculty, 
Dr. Pfeiffer was elected President of the Faculty Senate for the academic year 
2007-08.

He is an accomplished teacher and scholar, whose research focuses on the 
relationship between accounting disclosures and capital markets. He has 
investigated issues relating to financial reporting of leases, inventories and 
earnings per share, fair value disclosures, executive compensation, corporate 
reorganization and technology investments. He has published peer reviewed 
research articles in several accounting, finance, economics and management 
academic journals. In addition, he has published three accounting textbooks, 
an accounting casebook and numerous case studies in financial accounting 
and reporting. He teaches financial accounting and financial analysis to 
undergraduate, MBA, Executive MBA and Law students. He has won several 
teaching awards and was the recipient of the 2007 Valerie Scudder Award.
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SCHMID COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The Schmid College of Science and Technology 
was founded in 2008, when science-related 
degree programs (previously housed in Wilkinson 
College) were migrated to the new College. Since 
its establishment, the Schmid College has enjoyed 
significant growth, which is projected to continue. In 
the last five years, the Schmid College has experienced 
an increase in the size of its faculty, student enrollment, 
and faculty research grants awarded. The college 
emphasizes a personalized, faculty-led, hands-on 
education, with opportunities for both undergraduate 
and graduate students to conduct and present research 

in their fields of study.   

As part of their studies in the Schmid College, 
undergraduate students participate in the Grand 
Challenges Initiative (GCI), with the goal of 
developing inspired scientists capable of thinking 
across disciplinary boundaries to take on the most 
complex problems of our time.  Working in small 
interdisciplinary teams during their first two years, 
students engage in grand challenges that fascinate 
them, from realizing unlimited renewable energy to 
explaining how the brain functions.  Throughout the 
GCI program, students build a sophisticated intellectual 
foundation for the rest of their academic experience 
and career.  

In addition to its undergraduate and graduate 
programs, the Schmid College is home to various 
centers for research.  Among them are the Center of 
Excellence in Computation, Algebra and Topology 
(CECAT), the Center of Excellence in Complex and 
Hyper-complex Analysis (CECHA) and the Center 
of Excellence in Earth Systems Modeling and 
Observations (CEESMO). The Schmid College is also 
affiliated with the Institute for Quantum Studies, which 
hosts a distinguished list of world-renowned physicists, 
including a 2013 Nobel Prize recipient and a 2010 
Presidential Medal of Honor winner.

In June of 2018, the Schmid College of Science 
and Technology moved into the new Keck Center for 
Science and Engineering to support the College’s 
expansive growth.  This Center represents the future of 
science at Chapman University, enhancing the Schmid 
College of Science and Technology’s focus to push 
boundaries of scientific innovation.

For more information about the College and its 
programs, please click here.
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OUR HOME

Situated in the heart of Orange County, the City of 
Orange is a mid-sized community known for its historic 
architecture, perfect weather and the Orange Plaza 
Historic District. From Chapman University, you can 
walk to the Plaza to shop, grab a coffee and enjoy 
some great restaurants. 

Orange, CA is just 17 miles from the beach, 12 
minutes to Disneyland (Chapman offers an online 
system to purchase passes) and a short Metro-train 
ride from Los Angeles, the second-  largest city in the 

United States. Chapman’s Southern California location 
blends the ease of small-city living with access to 
cultural experiences, internships and job prospects in 
one of the world’s most exciting metropolises. 

Orange County’s natural landscape provides 
endless opportunities for intellectual and recreational 
exploration. Whether it’s a bonfire at the beach or 
the study of desert habitat, Southern California offers 
access to both marine and mountain experiences. 
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PROCEDURE FOR CANDIDACY

Inquiries, nominations and applications are invited. 
Review of applications will begin immediately and continue until the 
position is filled. For fullest consideration, applicant materials should be 
received by August 30, 2019. Candidates should provide, as three separate 
documents, a curriculum vitae, a letter of application that addresses the 
responsibilities and requirements described in the Leadership Statement, and 
the names and contact information of five references. References will not 
be contacted without prior knowledge and approval of candidates. These 
materials should be sent electronically via e-mail to Chapman University’s 
consultants Zachary A. Smith, Ph.D., Molly Gauss and Julia Venetos at 
ChapmanScienceDean@wittkieffer.com.  Documents that must be mailed 
may be sent to Witt/Kieffer, 4 Park Plaza, Suite 730, Irvine, CA 92614. 
The consultants can be reached by telephone through the office of Francine 
Heymanson at 949-797-3503. 

NOTE TO CANDIDATES: Successful completion and outcomes of the 
criminal background, credit and DMV driving record checks are required of 
the final candidate.

Chapman University is an 
equal opportunity employer 
committed to fostering 
a diverse and inclusive 
academic global community. 
The University is dedicated 
to enhancing diversity and 
inclusion in all aspects of 
recruitment and employment. 
All qualified applicants will 
receive consideration for 
employment without regard 
to race, color, religion, age, 
sex, sexual orientation, 
gender identity, gender 
expression, national origin, 
ancestry, citizenship status, 
physical disability, mental 
disability, medical condition, 
military and veteran status, 
marital status, pregnancy, 
genetic information or 
any other characteristic 
protected by state or 
federal law. The University 
is committed to achieving 
a diverse faculty and staff 
and encourages members of 
underrepresented groups to 
apply.
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One University Drive  
Orange, California 92866

Chapman.edu

The material presented in this leadership profile should be relied on for informational 
purposes only. This material has been copied, compiled, or quoted in part from Chapman 
University documents and personal interviews and is believed to be reliable. While every 

effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this information, the original source 
documents and factual situations govern.

All images and logos used in this leadership profile were attained from Chapman 
University and/or are owned by Witt/Kieffer via Getty Images. 

Witt/Kieffer is the preeminent executive search firm that identifies outstanding leadership solutions 
for organizations committed to improving the quality of life. 

The firm’s values are infused with a passion for excellence, personalized service and integrity.


